A Roadmap to Build the World’s Greenest Battery

Our mission is to build the greenest battery in the world with a minimal carbon footprint and the highest ambitions for recycling to enable the European transition to renewable energy. We strive to continuously improve our environmental management systems to minimise our environmental impact and use resources in a sustainable manner. We are committed to meet and, where possible, exceed any environmental legislation and regulation that relates to our business. We will take every opportunity to raise awareness and have an open communication and interaction with our stakeholders to identify, prevent and address any negative impact on the environment and the people across our value chain.

Green batteries

Using cutting edge data-driven technologies, a Northvolt battery is:

**Sustainable.** Our blueprint for battery manufacturing is built around a commitment to sustainability, beginning with conscientious sourcing of raw materials and a minimal environmental footprint throughout the value chain.

**Traceable.** We strive to have a full understanding of our batteries’ impact on eco-systems by collecting large amounts of data over the entire life cycle. We will track our products from the first step of the life cycle all the way to recycling.

**Recyclable.** A battery produced by Northvolt is a battery that will be made valuable again at the end of its life. Circulating valuable metals contained in batteries back into manufacturing flows offsets the need for mining raw materials, lowers the environmental impact of batteries and will reduce battery costs.

Green factories

Using innovative, highly automated, and circular production methods, a Northvolt factory is:

**Clean.** Northvolt will deliver technologies and solutions to protect use of energy, resources, chemicals, waste, water, and air. We will leverage our leadership position to advocate and drive the environmental and social standards for battery production, usage, and end-of-life management, beyond laws and regulations.

**Circular.** Northvolt is engineering a model for handling end-of-life batteries and circular processes that is grounded in state-of-the-art technologies and driven by environmental and industrial logic. We aim for our model for circularity to become the gold-standard business model for all battery factories.

**Innovative.** We will put our best efforts into understanding what will be tomorrow’s environmental concerns and we will develop new solutions to mitigate them. Northvolt is committed to taking the role as the battery manufacturer that will challenge industry standards and form partnerships with stakeholders in all sectors to ensure that the future of energy will be fossil free, ecologically friendly, and fully circular.
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